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Strings of LoveStrings of Love
RCIS-K conducted puppet making competition 

 for the students of KG and Class I on 7th

January 2022. The importance of staying

together was the theme, with parents helping

the little ones make puppets using old gloves,

socks, googly eyes, sequins, etc. 
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From the Puppet User DiariesFrom the Puppet User Diaries
The Pre-Primary Wing of RCIS-K conducted a

Story telling with Puppets and Props

competition on 20th and 21st January 2022.

Children took the viewers to a world of vivid

imaginations that run wild using various

puppets and props. 



Cultural FiestaCultural FiestaCultural Fiesta
RCIS-K Cultural Committee conducted a dance competition for the students of

Class III to promote the technique of conveying different feelings and emotions

through dance.  Indian classical dance is an amalgamation of various gestures and

expressions. Students presented the cultural heritage of our country through

their graceful performances.

The Nostalgic
Cha

nge
Cha

nge
RCIS-K celebrated India's

73rd Republic Day with a

patriotic video created by our

Tech Committee shedding

light on the history of India's

Constitution.

The Literary Committee of RCIS-K conducted

Storytelling with Props competition for Class II on

18th January 2022. The well-articulative spinners of

the tale took us on a journey of various cultures,

places, ethnicities, and religions with their narration. 

Great Stories happen to
those who can tell them!
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 It was a day of tribute for all who had contributed to

the birth of our constitution after a prolonged crucial

freedom struggle for the wake of the Indian

Independence. Patriotic songs sung by Concordians

instilled pride and sense of achievement among all.
 



The Model Making competition conducted by the STEM committee for Class VIII was a block buster with ingenious and out-of-the-box ideas
presented by all students. The participants came up with a range of working models - purifying and dispensing water for everyday use, mini

vacuum cleaners to clean workstations, solar ovens to cook without fire, and other amazing inventions.

The STEM committee of RCIS-K conducted a Poster Making Competition for students of Class VI on 29th January

2022. The talented young learners  displayed their artistic skills through an array of posters depicting their version

of Superheroes as crusaders saving the environment or being problem solving avengers.

Marvel's Avengers Vs Concorde's Crusaders!Marvel's Avengers Vs Concorde's Crusaders!
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Think, Tinker, Transform!

Setting the stage on fireSetting the stage on fireSetting the stage on fire
RCIS-K students of Class IV and V set the floor on fire

showcasing their moves and expressing themselves in the
Fusion and Thematic Dance competition held on 29th

January 2022. 

Prolific CartoonistsProlific CartoonistsProlific Cartoonists
Creativity is just connecting things ~ This was the motto
behind the Comic Strip Competition conducted by the

STEM committee for the students of Class VII in RCIS-K.
Superhero Schools took to a different dimension as

depicted by the creators. 


